WELCOME TO AP BIOLOGY!

NICE TO MEET YOU! I'M MS. KIM

I am really excited to have you in my AP Biology class in the 2020-2021 school year! In order to be successful in AP Biology, this summer assignment is designed to help you introduce yourself and review some science practices that we will be using during the school year. I am here to support you through this process, so don't hesitate to email me if you run into any problems, send me a message through Remind (messaging app), or check out the website (that is coming together and more complete come July)

WEBSITE:
https://sites.google.com/view/mschristykim

EMAIL:
christykim63@gmail.com

REMIND APP:
Enter this number: 81010
Text this message: @2448387
OR go to link: www.remind.com/join/2448387
(may need to download app)
INSTRUCTOR:
MS. KIM/CHRISTYKIM63@GMAIL.COM

AP BIOLOGY
EXPECTATIONS

As a student in AP Biology, you are expected to be 'present' in class for the entire school year. This means being mindful of updates, emails from me, and seek support when needed. There is a lot to cover and needs a minimum of 1/2 hour of studying for this class on a daily basis during the school year. It is a difficult class, but with diligence, we can do amazingly!
AP Biology Summer 2020 Assignment Guidelines:

1. Complete all homework assignments using one of the methods below:
   1. Using Google Docs or Microsoft word, write answers into the assignments and upload/paste pictures of hand drawn graphs to the document.
   2. Print out the assignments and complete in handwriting. You will need to scan/take pictures of the completed assignments to submit online.

**do not generate graphs/charts on the computer for this assignment. I want to know that you can graph by hand. If you have trouble taking pictures of your paper work or with graphing, contact me.

2. If you do not have one already, create an account on the College Board website. (https://apstudents.collegeboard.org/)
3. This assignment is due Tuesday, August 18, 2020 and will be submitted online
4. Assessment on the summer homework will be on Friday, August 21, 2020.

Disclaimers:

1) All assignments can also be found at https://sites.google.com/view/mschristykim under the AP Biology page. (this website will be ready by July 2020)

2) You have all summer to gain access to a computer so coming in without these assignments completed because you did not have a computer will not be an acceptable excuse. (if you need technology, let me know)

3) I can be reached all summer at christykim63@gmail.com. Email me if you are stuck!

4) I take plagiarism extremely seriously and if I feel you cheated on these summer homework assignments, you may be dropped from the course. This hurts you and how well you will do in the class. Please retain academic integrity in my class!

**Congratulations** on enrolling in this rigorous class. You will not regret it!